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Although clinical pharmacy is a discipline that emerged in the 1960s, the question of precisely how pharmacists can play a

role in therapeutic optimization remains unanswered. In the field of mental health, psychiatric pharmacists are increasingly

involved in medication reconciliation and therapeutic patient education (or psychoeducation) to improve medication

management and enhance medication adherence, respectively. However, psychiatric pharmacists must now assume a

growing role in team-based models of care and engage in shared expertise in psychopharmacology in order to truly invest

in therapeutic optimization of psychotropics.
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1. Introduction

Twenty-five years ago, the ESCP questioned how clinical pharmacists could play a role in optimizing pharmacotherapy .

Three scenarios have been proposed for describing the position of the clinical pharmacist and named "clerk", "controller"

and "care manager". Only the last one referred to a proactive model, centered on the patient with a real partnership with

physicians, and appeared to be the most desirable scenario for the future of clinical pharmacy .

However, in psychiatry, it clearly appears that knowledge in psychopharmacology is paramount to the quality of clinical

practice and thus, pharmacists could be privileged interlocutors for forging a link between pharmacological knowledge and

clinical practice. This connection between clinical pharmacology and clinical pharmacy had been thought of by the

pioneers of this discipline—Paul Parker (pharmacist) and Charles Walton (pharmacologist)—and was still later relayed by

another father of the discipline, Russell R Miller .

While recent publications continue to demonstrate the interest and scalability of clinical pharmacy in psychiatry , its

deployment continues to be held back for various reasons .

2. Medication Reconciliation Process in Psychiatry

Medication reconciliation (MedRec) consists of collecting all prescribed and non-prescribed drugs at the patients’

admission in order to identify potential discrepancies with the hospital prescription. This process also occurs at discharge

to explain all therapeutic changes to primary care providers. The aim is to secure medication management and to improve

links between daily care providers and hospitals. MedRec is particularly interesting in psychiatry because sometimes the

patient profile makes it difficult to get an exhaustive medication list due to numerous reasons (therapeutic break, cognitive

impairment, prevalence of comorbidities) .

Several studies showed that MedRec reduces adverse drug events and re-hospitalization rate in general hospitals .

Fewer studies are available about MedRec in mental health hospitals . Nevertheless, a multicenter study showed an

error rate of 6.3% in mental health hospitals’ prescriptions, of which more than half were considered as clinically relevant

errors . According to local experimentations, performing MedRec at admission enables detection of medication errors

for half of patients  and recognition of new clinically significant drug–drug interactions for more than a quarter of

prescriptions . Moreover, MedRec has also had an impact at discharge: an error rate of more than 20% on discharge

prescriptions were found in three mental health trusts . In addition, this process could improve the drug follow-up by

primary care providers by specifying monitoring parameters (e.g., lithium, clozapine, prescription duration of

benzodiazepines). These studies therefore demonstrate that MedRec reduces prescription errors in transition of care and

can optimize medication management.

To complete this process, CMM is being developed in the USA. CMM consists of reviewing all patients’ medications to

determine adherence, effectiveness, relevance and safety. This pharmacist-led practice has been demonstrated to

improve patients’ treatment goals and to reduce costs . These practices show that pharmacists’ expertise in
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pharmacotherapy is essential to enhance medication-related outcomes for patients with psychiatric disorders. In turn, the

skills of clinical pharmacists in psychopharmacology are often a crucial element to ensure real benefit to the process of

MedRec, alone or integrated in CMM, in psychiatry.

3. Global Collaborative View of Psychiatric Pharmacists and Psychiatrists

This narrative review of the literature makes it possible to formalize an extended vision of the field of collaboration

between psychiatric pharmacists and psychiatrists in patient care. The interventions of psychiatric pharmacists may be

broken down into two levels. A first level integrating conventional clinical pharmacist missions such as MedRec—

integrated or not in CMM or MTM—and TPE. The second level is based on the principle of Interdisciplinary Team Care

Interventions and corresponds in our practice to an advanced form of CCI, offered by some countries. This level revolves

around a network of practitioners, with psychiatric pharmacists and psychiatrists recognized as experts on a (or more)

targeted domain(s), in order to formalize guidelines tailored to the particularities of each patient and offer advice about the

rational use of TDM for optimize the prescription of psychotropics. Psychopharmacotherapeutic optimization co-developed

by psychiatric pharmacist and psychiatrists and integrated: MedRec, advanced CCI and TPE is the challenge proposed by

the new Resource and Expertise Centers in PsychoPharmacology (CREPP—Centres de Ressources et d’Expertise en

Psychopharmacology—in French) .

We propose a synthetic vision of the collaborative view between psychiatric pharmacists and psychiatrists to promote

shared expertise in clinical psychopharmacology through development of CREPPs on Figure 1.

Figure 1. Collaborative view of psychiatric pharmacists and psychiatrists for a shared expertise in clinical

psychopharmacology and the development of CREPPs. CCI: Case Conferencing Intervention—mainly developed in

Scandinavian countries and in Australia; CMM: Comprehensive Medication Management and MTM: Medication Therapy

Management—mainly structured in English speaking countries; CREPPs: Centres de Ressources et d’Expertise en

PsychoPharmacologie = Resource and Expertise Centers in PsychoPharmacology—currently in full expansion in France;

MedRec: Medication reconciliation—widely developed around the world; TDM: Therapeutic Drug Monitoring—applied to

psychotropic drugs has been particularly developed in certain German-speaking countries—Germany, Austria and

Switzerland—which have proposed the "Consensus Guidelines for Therapeutic Drug Monitoring in

Neuropsychopharmacology" at the initiative of the TDM task force of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft für

Neuropsychopharmakologie und Pharmakopsychiatrie (AGNP); TPE: Therapeutic Patient Education—widely developed

around the world.

4. Conclusions

In several countries, and in particular non-English-speaking countries, such as France, the pharmacist is often more of a

quality manager than a true clinical pharmacist. To overcome this “identity crisis” it is undoubtedly necessary to question

the visions that pharmacists have of their own aptitudes and wishes in relation to what clinical practice is . This

perspective also places them in front of a potential socio-professional transformation leading them to transition to a

conception of care closer to that of physicians .

We believe that MedRec and TPE are important bases to keep as the first foundations in the construction of clinical

pharmacy in mental health. Nevertheless, psychiatric pharmacists must now assume a growing role in team-based

models of care, as well as to participate intensively in the shared expertise in psychopharmacology aiming for therapeutic

optimization and a shared decision on treatments. In this perspective, increasing skills in psychopharmacology and
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developing expertise in TDM in particular, should build the future legitimacy of the working partnership between

psychiatrists and psychiatric pharmacists. This model of shared expertise in psychopharmacology is currently in full

expansion in France through the deployment of Resource and Expertise Centers in PsychoPharmacology .
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